
. Suppose the shoe size of men in South Bend is normally distributed
with mean  and standard deviation of . What percentage of the
population has a show size larger than ?

. If  customers purchase shoes from a particular South Bend shoe store
today what is the probability that exactly  of them have a shoe size
larger than ?

. Kyle and Gordan have a contest to determine who has the lost the
most weight over the course of a week. Using their own scales they each
weigh themselves at the start and end of the week to determine how
much weight they’ve lost and then compare these values to determine
a winner. Suppose the error (measured weight − true weight) of Kyle’s
scale is v N (2 lbs, 3 lbs) and that of Gordon’s is v N (−3 lbs, 4 lbs)
and the scales declare Gordan is the winner by 2.5 lbs. What is the
probability Gordon actually won?





. If the x and y components of the final position of a billiard ball hit
hard on a 100′′×50′′ pool table have independent uniform distributions
compute the probability that such a ball comes to rest within 20′′ of
the center of the table?

. Suppose that there are an average of  house fires in December in
Indiana. If we assume that in december houses catch fire or not inde-
pendently write an expression for the probability that exactly  houses
catch fire next december?

. Suppose that Charlie’s dog Fido runs off into the forest and painful past
experience has taught charlie that the time until his dog is sprayed by
a skunk is exponentially distributed with an average of 1 hour. If the
time it takes Charlie to race back home and return with Fido’s favorite
toy ranges between  and  minutes and is uniformly distributed over
that interval give an expression for the probability that Charlie can lure
Fido back with his favorite toy before he gets sprayed by a skunk.




